2014 AAFTA Proxy Ballot # 1 - Results
Election of AAFTA Governors
The terms for David Slade and Bobby Corcorran will expire at the end this calendar year, so we need to
elect two governors for 3-year terms.
Voting results:
 Chris Berry
 Lonnie Smith

Proposed Amendment to the By-Laws
Article VII – Board of Governors  Fix typo
From this:
Should a member of the Board of Governors resign, or for any reason not able to fulfill his tenure, a
replacement will be appointed by a majority vote of the remaining members of the Board of
Governors.
To this:
Should a member of the Board of Governors resign, or for any reason not be able to fulfill his tenure,
a replacement will be appointed by a majority vote of the remaining members of the Board of
Governors.
Voting results:
 Approved

2014 AAFTA Proxy Ballot # 2 - Results
Pistol Field Target Rules
Increase maximum distance from 30 to 35 yards.
Voting results:
 Approved

Hunter Division Rules: Shooting
From this:
C. Monopods, shooting sticks, or bipods may be used, but not tripods. Any such aids must rest on
the ground and may not be driven or otherwise embedded into the ground or shooting pad.
Such aids are not allowed on forced position shots.
To this:
C. Monopods, shooting sticks, or bipods may be used, but not tripods. Any such aids must rest on
the ground and may not be driven or otherwise embedded into the ground or shooting pad.
Such aids cannot be attached to the gun, and are not allowed on forced position shots.
Voting results:
 Approved

Hunter Division Rules: Sights
NOTE: If approved, this rule will take effect starting with the 2016 Handbook.
From this:
A. Optical sights of any reticle style may be used, but are limited to a maximum of 12 power
magnification. Variable scopes of greater than 12X must be turned to the 12X or nearest lower
factory marking on the scope.
To this:
A. Optical sights of any reticle style may be used, but are limited to a maximum of 12 power
magnification. Variable scopes capable of greater than 12X are not allowed.
Voting results:
 Not Approved

